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Going Out

Cover Page Footnote
Appeared in the issue: April 1997.

This poem is available in The Angle: https://fisherpub.sjfc.edu/angle/vol1997/iss4/9
Trim extra fuzz from face,
Slick back hair with water and gel,
Right Guard by Mennen—unscented.
Calvin Klein boxes pressed and starched
Along with Cotlers—30 waist, 32 inseam.
Sweater? T-shirt? Turtleneck?
Go for Oxford, long sleeves, dark blue with
Jerry Garcia Grateful Dead tie

*Over-under-out-pull through*

Slap on Old Spice—a classic.
Check mirror one last time and
Grab that extra Tampax just in case
an old friend arrives.

James Dean, eat your heart out.

— Sabrina K. Bench